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I met Jamie Fraser when I was nineteen years old. He was tall, red-headed, and at our first meeting at least, a
virgin. I fell in love hard, fast and completely. He knew how to ride a horse, wield a sword and stitch a
wound. He was, in fact, the perfect man.

That he was fictional hardly entered into it.

At 29, Emma Sheridan’s life is a disaster and she’s tired of waiting for the perfect boyfriend to step from the
pages of her favorite book. There’s only one place to look, and it means selling everything and leaving her
world behind. With an unexpected collection of allies along the way, can Emma face down a naked
fishmonger, a randy gnome, a perfidious thief, and even her own abdominal muscles on the journey to find
her Fraser?

What people are saying about FINDING FRASER…

"Jamie Fraser would be Deeply Gratified at having inspired such a charmingly funny, poignant story--and
so am I."
-Diana Gabaldon, author of the New York Times Bestselling OUTLANDER series

"I loved this book. It transported me to a Scotland I wished I’d grown up in. Everything about it is a delight,
and it’s all authentic—the environment, the characters, the dialogue and the sheer enjoyment of it all.”
- Jack Whyte, best-selling author of, most recently, THE GUARDIANS OF SCOTLAND series

“FINDING FRASER is for everyone who ever fell in love with a fictional character. Dyer blends humor, a
love of Scotland, and romance into a page turner that will keep readers cheering on the main character and
turning pages.”
-Eileen Cook, Author of REMEMBER, and other books for teens and adults

“FINDING FRASER is an absolute must-read for any Outlander fan. The story is both hilarious and
romantic, as well as guaranteed to have readers turning the pages until the wee hours to discover if the
heroine finds her very own Jamie Fraser.”
- Laura Bradbury, author of the best-selling MY GRAPE ESCAPE series
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From reader reviews:

Mark Ames:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they are still students or this for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that question above. Every
person has diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't need do that. You must know how great and also important the book Finding Fraser. All type of book
would you see on many methods. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Emilio Lutz:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive
currently, people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of often the
crowded place and notice by simply surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have
underestimated this for a while is reading. Yeah, by reading a e-book your ability to survive improve then
having chance to stand up than other is high. For yourself who want to start reading a new book, we give you
that Finding Fraser book as beginner and daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than
just a book.

Emma Patterson:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try to and must have the spare time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not only a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity have
you got when the spare time coming to you of course your answer can unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the book you have read will be
Finding Fraser.

Shirley Kier:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book especially book entitled
Finding Fraser your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unidentified for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a publication then
become one contact form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get prior to. The Finding
Fraser giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful facts for
your better life within this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a game. Do you want to try
this extraordinary spending spare time activity?
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